Heritage and Archaeology Diwan
A round-table event designed to increase awareness of research on the archaeology of Jordan
Venue: Conference room at the Deanship of Graduate Studies and Scientific Research

10:00 - 13:00 - Archaeology panel

10:00 Welcome word from Dr. Prof. Zeiden Kafafi (YU)
10:10 Introduction by Soizik Bechetolle (Ifpo) and Dr. Hani Hayajneh (YU)

10:20 Presentation of the Archaeology panel (chair Dr. M. Tarboush (YU))
10:30 Arabiya Batayneh (YU Dept. of Archaeology)
The Architecture of Roman bathhouses at Umm Qais (Gadara), Archaeological comparative study
10:40 Raghad Khalayleh (YU Dept. of Archaeology)
Study of Roman and Byzantine Structure Ceramics from Archaeological site of Kherbat el Darah – South Jordan
11:35 Presentation of the CRM panel (chair dr. Abdelrahim Ahmad (YU))
11:45 Aroub Ahmad (YU CRM Department)
Risk Management Plan for the Roman Aqueduct at Gadara
11:55 Qais Azmi Al- Momani (YU CRM Department)
Interpretation and Presentation Plan for the Roman Water Tunnel of Umm Qais site (Gadara)
11:15 Shatha Kamal Alrajabi (YU CRM Department)
Revitalization Mud Architecture in Northern Jordan Valley by using additives in order to enhance
The Physical and Mechanical Properties of Adobe Brick Mixture

14:00 - 17:30 - Heritage panel

14:00 Presentation of the Heritage panel (chair Dr. Ahmad Abu Dalu(YU))
14:10 Wafaa Al Shalabi (YU Dept. of Epigraphy)
Oral History Methodology: Oral Heritage Project as a model
14:18 Nida’ Al Khazali (YU Dept. of Epigraphy)
Oral History: Narrations of Memories
14:26 Arzaq Yousef (YU Dept. of Anthropology)
Oral History: Words in the Curriculum
15:30 Du’a Ta’an (GJU Dept. of Architecture)
Heritage Mosques in the Irbid Governorate
15:38 Sawaan Al-Barghouti (GJU Dept. of Architecture)
Micro Monuments around the Roman Theater of Amman
16:15 Wedad Tamimi (YU Dept. of Anthropology)
The Transformation of Gender roles in Crises – An Anthropological Study of the Syrian Informal
Tented Settlement (ITS) for Refugee in Jordan
16:23 Manar Shqarat (YU Dept. of Anthropology)
The Current situation of Syrian Refugees through Syrian Children stories: An Anthropological study at Irbid City

17h30 Conclusion of the day by Dr. Thomas Weber (GJU) and Dr. Hani Hayajneh (YU)

For students, travel expenses will be covered through reimbursement of bus tickets

Information: contact.jordanie@ifporient.org